Climate Urgency
The looming catastrophe of feedback emissions/effects
A year ago (July 2016) John Schellnhuber et al published a Paper in NATURE in
which the assumptions about feedback effects were summarised in this image.
As the image shows, projections are based on RCP scenario 2.6 from IPCC AR5
(2015). It shows the 'modelled estimate' that the big feedback effects will only
begin to bear above 2.0° C around 3.0° to 4.0° C some decades into the future.
RCP 2.6 is a carbon emissions ‘scenario’ that was presented as ‘policyrelevant’; RCP 2.6 is the lowest of the four RCP scenarios in IPCC AR5

RCP 2.6 is a scenario modelled before 2010 with no positive feedbacks in it.
It projects a fall in atmospheric CO2 concentrations after 2050, as it assumes a
‘sink-efficiency’ greater than 100% by 2050. In other words, the scenario
assumes an overall negative feedback where CO2 sinks become greater than
the human CO2 sources, as these are projected to fall after 2050.
GCI did not and does not agree with that projection of ‘improving’ sinkefficiency. We made this clear in evidence to the Environmental Audit
Committee of the UK House of Commons in 2009 and again in 2013.

The UKMO admitted on its web-site in 2010 that they had omitted feedback
emission/effects; these web-pages were quoted in the evidence to EAC in 2013
on pp 13 & 14. However, during that enquiry in 2013 the UKMO denied these
omissions, so GCI rebutted the UKMO’s denial - tensions remain about this.
Nor did we agree with the UKMO disinforming the Parliamentary Enquiry
about this whole matter to defend that omission and this is why we also
introduced the Carbon Budget Accounting Tool (CBAT) into that evidence.
Separating budget emissions from feedback emissions, but linking their usercontrols, CBAT has been well received.

Feedbacks and their ‘sign’ remain the most contentious area of climate
modelling. Increased concern about the ‘acceleration dangers’ of rapid
interactive feedback dynamics, helps explains why the Paris Agreement
contained a commitment to a temperature ceiling of below 2.0° C & as near to
1.5° C as possible. This was embarrassing for the ‘climate modellers’ working at
the UKMO as they were part of a decision as early as 2010 that any RCP policyrelevant scenarios for 1.5° C were excluded from AR5 preparations.

They were re-introduced after the fact in the AR5 Synthesis Report of 2016 in
response to the 1.5° C commitment in the Paris Agreement (December 2015).

These now inform the Plan B report for the intended Judicial Review later this
year, of the British Government’s under-performance on climate change.

Now only a year later John Schellnhuber et al have just published a Paper in
NATURE ‘Three Years to safeguard our climate’ (June 2017) in which the key
summary image is this 'Carbon Crunch'.

For reasons of a heightened sense of urgency about avoiding runaway rates of
climate change, the Schellnhuber projections essentially halve the weight of &
double the contraction-rate of the RCP 2.6 carbon budget (comparison here).

GCI has been saying this to EAC constantly since 2009 and now finally (only in
2017 eight years later) these IPCC peers are saying this too.
These same folks have just *halved their 'safe' carbon budget* (2016-2080),
down from 1,000 Gt CO2 (290 Gt C - RCP 2.6) to just 600 Gt CO2 (160 Gt C).

In summary, it is a very simple comparison

Why? What happened? This is hardly a 'marginal adjustment'. What has finally
forced these actors into essaying this extent of an adjustment to their former
position? Why didn’t it happen much sooner, when the chances of achieving
compliance were better than they are now?
What I am saying is that this performance from IPCC experts, who have only
now desperately revised their carbon budgets downwards at this late stage,
implies that climate modelling to date has just been a game of avoidance and
bone-throwing with regard to the big feedbacks, especially when people like
John Schellnhuber and his colleagues previously suggested that they only
kicked-in after 3-4° C, some to many decades from now!
I don’t want to believe he still holding to that. I certainly hope not.
GCI is in favour of: • Declaring global rates of climate change an emergency
• A demand for smaller carbon budgets reflecting 'increased urgency';
• The UK Government being legally compelled to get behind this.
This will drive the ‘food-chain-obedient’ iteration of ‘scientific caution’
into a more candid and realistic assessment by society at large of where
we now are with continued fossil fuel production and consumption in
relation to feed-backs & the proximity of 'tipping points' and the
climate-catastrophe that presently looms (Sir David King) if we control
human emissions too little and too late.
This certainly calls into question the reliability of the conservative modelling in
the IPCC - 'tipping points' to these feedback effects represent a looming
catastrophe that is more imminent than these authors have been prepared to
recognize. GCI recognizes this new statement as much nearer the carbonbudgets projected as the basis of the case in Blueprint Plan-B to prevent this.
We are in an emergency that should have been declared much more widely at
least 25 years ago.

